ginia, who discussed it with Coria at the October meeting of the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology in-Seattle. Not everyone is ready to grant this new contender the crown, though; David Gillette of the Utah Geological Survey thinks it was probably no heavier than the American ground-shakers. And sauropod specialist John McIntosh of Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut, points out that estimating sizeand weight from incomplete skeletons alwaysinvolves "lots of if's, and's, and but's. known only from a single titanic vertebra discovered more than 100 years ago in Colorado <andnow lost). '" " The other new Paiag6nian mOrliteris also a claimant for a heavyweight title, in this case going up against"Sue," a giant T. rex from South Dakota, for the carnivore title. Sue probably measured 15 meters and weighed seven tons. The bones of the new theropod, excavated last year from a 110-million-year-old deposit by Coria and Leonardo Salgado of the University of Comahue in the nearby city of Neuquen, include a thigh bone and an upper jaw that are a few centimeters longer than matching bones of the South Dakota behemoth. But because this theropod belonged to a different lineage than Sue and had a heavier build, says Holtz, a theropod specialist, "I would expect this animal may have been several tons heavier than Sue."
But whether the animal is truly the biggest or merely very big, its dimensions raise sizablequestions. One is about the metabolism that could have sustained such a giant. For two decades, researchers have been wranglingover whether dinosaurswerewarmor cold-blooded. The warm-blooded, or endothermic, view gained support 2 years ago, when an analysis of oxygen isotopes in the bones of several dinosaurs, including a tyrannosaur, implied that these creatures kept their extremities nearly as warm as their body cores-s-a hallmark of warm-bloodedness.
But James Farlow of-Indiana UniversityPurdue argues that a warm-blooded giant would have needed an implausible amount of food. If giant theropods had food requirements resembling those of large mammalian predators, he says, the total population would have been so small that chance events could easily have wiped it out. "I don't see how they could have attained these large body sizes and been endothermic," he says. Peter Dodson of the University of Pennsylvania has reached a similar conclusion for the giant sauropods, although his reasoning is different. Larger animals have a harder time shedding internal heat, he explains, and an animal the size of a giant sauropod that had a mammalian metabolism would have baked itself from the inside out.
Whatever metabolic style these dinosaurs had, it willnot explain the evolutionary pressures that drove them to get so big. Nor will it explain how they solved the bioengineering problems posed by enormous size. How did a creature as big as Argentinosaurus pump blood up to its lofty head, for example? "When you get to the really giant ones," Dodson says,"youcan only scratch your head in wonderment." Coria's South American contenders are not just pushing the limits of his hallway space-they're also testing the limits of scientific explanation.
-Tim Appenzeller
